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Abstract

The hypothesis that dividend policy serves as a signaling mechanism and also serves to control managerial opportunism is usually supported by empirical studies showing that firms in developed countries (e.g. the USA) smooth their dividends as noted by Lintner (Am. Econ. Rev. 46 (1956) 97). However, the theoretical justification for these results largely stems from models based on arms length contracting in capital markets. In contrast, most emerging markets have a bank centered financial system, where contracting is not normally at arms length. Consequently, this paper compares the dividend policy of companies from eight emerging markets to the policies adopted by 100 US firms over the same period. Firms in these emerging markets have more unstable dividend payments than their US counterparts. Regression results indicate that dividends are much less sensitive to past dividends. These results support the substitute view of dividend policy on the premise that the institutional structures of these developing countries make dividends a less viable mechanism for signaling and for reducing agency costs than for their US counterparts operating in more highly developed arms length capital markets.
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1. Introduction

How firms determine their dividend policy has been a puzzle to financial economists for many years. Miller and Modigliani (1961) (M&M), showed that under certain assumptions the payment of a cash dividend should have no impact on a firm’s share price. M&M assumed that the firm’s investment is fixed, since all positive net present value projects will be financed regardless of the firm’s dividend policy. Consequently, the firm’s future free cash flow is independent of the firm’s financial policies, so that the dividend is the firm’s residual free cash flow. The fact that this result flies in the face of casual empiricism, not to mention most empirical studies,¹ was called the dividend puzzle by Fischer Black (1976).

Several strands of research have developed to explain actual dividend policies, focusing on relaxing some of the M&M assumptions. Brennan (1970), for example, relaxed the equal tax assumption. However, in Brennan’s model the higher the dividend the higher the tax penalty. Consequently, a tax wedge drives up the pre-tax investor required rate of return for high payout firms. Despite extensive empirical investigation this hypothesis does not seem to be borne out by the data.² Moreover, Poterba (1987) has documented the remarkable stability of dividend payouts throughout periods of extensive tax changes in the USA.

While the impact of taxes remains inconclusive, increasing attention has been given to the problem of information asymmetries. Miller and Modigliani (1961) explicitly suggested that dividend changes could have an informational impact. Subsequent research by Watts (1973) and others have documented that initiating a dividend increases the share price and cutting a dividend generally leads to a price decline.³ Information asymmetries have also given rise to agency cost explanations for paying dividends. With the increased separation of ownership from control, managers frequently face very little supervision. In this context, a commitment to a high dividend policy attenuates managerial opportunism and forces the firm to frequently interact with the capital market.

A central message of asymmetric information models is that dividend payments are important both as a pre-commitment device to reduce agency costs and as a signal of management’s expectations of future earnings. Both models have been used to justify Lintner’s observation (1956) that actual dividend policies tend to follow a

---

¹ See Lintner (1956) and Fama and Babiak (1968).
² The empirical evidence is at best ambiguous, see the classic papers by Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979), and Black and Scholes (1974).
³ There is a large signaling literature. See Asquith and Mullins (1986) for a review and comprehensive analysis and DeAngelo et al. (1996) for a rebuttal.
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